Real-time streaming of audio-visual content over Internet Protocol (IP) based networks has enabled a wide range of multimedia applications. An Internet streaming solution has to provide real-time delivery and presentation of a continuous media content while compensating for the lack of Quality-of-Service (QoS) guarantees over the Internet. Due to the variation and unpredictability of bandwidth and other performance parameters (e.g. packet loss rate) over IP networks, in general, most of the proposed streaming solutions are based on some type of a data loss handling method and a layered video coding scheme. In this paper, we describe a real-time streaming solution suitable for non-delay-sensitive video applications such as video-on-demand and live TV viewing.
Introduction
Real-time streaming of multimedia content over Internet Protocol (IP) networks has evolved as one of the major technology areas in recent years. A wide range of interactive and non-interactive multimedia Internet applications, such as news ondemand, live TV viewing, and video conferencing rely on end-to-end streaming solutions. In general, streaming solutions are required to maintain realtime delivery and presentation of the multimedia content while compensating for the lack of Qualityof-Service (QoS) guarantees over IP networks. Therefore, any Internet streaming system has to take into consideration key network performance parameters such as bandwidth, end-to-end delay, delay variation, and packet loss rate.
To compensate for the unpredictability and variability in bandwidth between the sender and receiver(s) over the Internet and Intranet networks, many streaming solutions have resorted to variations of layered (or scalable) video coding methods (see for example [22, 24, 25] ). These solutions are typically complemented by packet loss recovery [22] and/or error resilience mechanisms [25] to compensate for the relatively high packet-loss rate usually encountered over the Internet [2, 30, 32, 33, 35, 47] .
Most of the references cited above and the majority of related modeling and analytical research studies published in the literature have focused on delay-sensitive (point-to-multipoint or multipointto-multipoint) applications such as video conferencing over the Internet Multicast Backbone } MBone. When compared with other types of applications (e.g. entertainment over the Web), these delay-sensitive applications impose di!erent kind of constraints, such as low encoder complexity and very low end-to-end delay. Meanwhile, entertainment-oriented Internet applications such as news and sports on-demand, movie previews and even &live' TV viewing represent a major (and growing) element of the real-time multimedia experience over the global Internet [9] .
Moreover, many of the proposed streaming solutions are based on either proprietary or video coding standards that were developed at times prior to the phenomenal growth of the Internet. However, under the audio, visual, and system activities of the ISO MPEG-4 work, many aspects of the Internet have being taken into consideration when developing the di!erent parts of the standard. In particular, a recent activity in MPEG-4 video has focused on the development of a scalable compression tool for streaming over IP networks [4, 5] .
In this paper, we describe a real-time streaming system suitable for non-delay-sensitive video applications (e.g. video-on-demand and live TV viewing) based on the MPEG-4 video-coding standard. The main aspects of our real-time streaming system are: 1. A layered video coding method using both a prediction-based base layer and a "ne-granular enhancement layer: This solution follows the Delay sensitive applications are normally constrained by an end-to-end delay of about 300}500 ms. Real-time, non-delaysensitive applications can typically tolerate a delay on the order of few seconds. recent development in the MPEG-4 video group for the standardization of a scalable video compression tool for Internet streaming applications [3, 4, 6] .
2. An integrated transport-decoder bu!er model with a re-transmission based scheme for the recovery of lost packets, and continuous decoding and presentation of video. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide an overview of key design issues one needs to consider for real-time, nondelay-sensitive IP streaming solutions. We will also highlight how our proposed approach addresses these issues. Section 3 describes our real-time streaming system and its high level architecture. Section 4 details the MPEG-4 based scalable video coding scheme used by the system, and provides an overview of the MPEG-4 activity on "ne-granular-scalability. Simulation results for our scalable video compression solution are also presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we introduce the integrated transport layer-video decoder bu!er model with re-transmission. We also evaluate the e!ectiveness of the re-transmission scheme based on actual tests conducted over the Internet involving real-time streaming of MPEG-4 video.
Design considerations for real-time streaming
The following are some high-level issues that should be considered when designing a real-time streaming system for entertainment oriented applications.
System scalability
The wide range of variation in e!ective bandwidth and other network performance characteristics over the Internet [33, 47] makes it necessary to pursue a scalable streaming solution. The variation in QoS measures (e.g. e!ective bandwidth) is not only present across the di!erent access technologies to the Internet (e.g. analog modem, ISDN, cable modem, LAN, etc.), but it can even be observed over relatively short periods of time over a particular session [8, 33] . For example, a recent study shows that the e!ective bandwidth of a cable modem access link to the Internet may vary between 100 kbps to 1 Mbps [8] . Therefore, any video-coding method and associated streaming solution has to take into consideration this wide range of performance characteristics over IP networks.
Video compression complexity, scalability, and coding ezciency
The video content used for on-demand applications is typically compressed o!-line and stored for later viewing through unicast IP sessions. This observation has two implications. First, the complexity of the video encoder is not as major an issue as in the case with interactive multipoint-tomultipoint or even point-to-point applications (e.g. video conferencing and video telephony) where compression has to be supported by every terminal. Second, since the content is not being compressed in real-time, the encoder cannot employ a variable-bit-rate (VBR) method to adapt to the available bandwidth. This emphasizes the need for coding the material using a scalable approach. In addition, for multicast or unicast applications involving a large number of point-to-multipoint sessions, only one encoder (or possibly very few encoders for simulcast) is (are) usually used. This observation also leads to a relaxed constraint on the complexity of the encoder, and highlights the need for video scalability. As a consequence of the relaxed video-complexity constraint for entertainment-oriented IP streaming, there is no need to totally avoid such techniques as motion estimation which can provide a great deal of coding e$ciency when compared with replenishment-based solutions [24] .
Although it is desirable to generate a scalable video stream for a wide range of bit-rates (e.g. 15 kbps for analog-modem Internet access to around 1 Mbps for cable-modem/ADSL access), it is virtually impossible to achieve a good codinge$ciency/video-quality tradeo! over such a wide range of rates. Meanwhile, it is equally important to emphasize the impracticality of coding the video content using simulcast compression at multiple bit-rates to cover the same wide range. First, simulcast compression requires the creation of many streams (e.g. at 20, 40, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800 and 1000 kbps). Second, once a particular simulcast bitstream (coded at a given bit-rate, say R) is selected to be streamed over a given Internet session (which initially can accommodate a bit-rate of R or higher), then due to possible wide variation of the available bandwidth over time, the Internet session bandwidth may fall below the bitrate R. Consequently, this decrease in bandwidth could signi"cantly degrade the video quality. One way of dealing with this issue is to switch, in realtime, among di!erent simulcast streams. This, however, increases complexities on both the server and the client sides, and introduces synchronization issues.
A good practical alternative to this issue is to use video scalability over few ranges of bit-rates. For example, one can create a scalable video stream for the analog/ISDN access bit-rates (e.g. to cover 20}100 kbps bandwidth), and another scalable stream for a higher bit-rate range (e.g. 200 kbps}1 Mbps). This approach leads to another important requirement. Since each scalable stream will be build on the top of a video base layer, this approach implies that multiple base layers will be needed (e.g. one at 20 kbps, another at 200 kbps, and possibly another at 1 Mbps). Therefore, it is quite desirable to deploy a video compression standard that provides good coding e$ciency over a rather wide range of possible bit-rates (in the above example 20 kbps, 200 kbps and 1 Mbps). In this regard, due to the many video-compression tools provided by MPEG-4 for achieving high coding e$ciency and in particular at low bit-rates, MPEG-4 becomes a very attractive choice for compression.
Streaming server complexity
Typically, a unicast server has to output tens, hundreds, or possibly thousands of video streams simultaneously. This greatly limits the type of processing the server can perform on these streams in real-time. For example, although the separation of an MPEG-2 video stream into three temporal layers (I, P and B) is a feasible approach for a scalable multicast (as proposed in [22] ), it will be quite di$cult to apply the same method to a large number of unicast streams. This is the case since the proposed layering requires some parsing of the compressed video bitstream. Therefore, it is desirable to use a very simple scalable video stream that can be easily processed and streamed for unicast sessions. Meanwhile, the scalable stream should be easily divisible into multiple streams for multicast IP similar to the receiver-driven paradigm used in [22, 24] .
Consequently, we adopt a single, "ne-granular enhancement layer that satis"es these requirements. This simple scalability approach has two other advantages. First, it requires only a single enhancement layer decoder at the receiver (even if the original "ne-granular stream is divided into multiple sub-streams). Second, the impact of packet losses is localized to the particular enhancementlayer picture(s) experiencing the losses. These and other advantages of the proposed scalability approach will become clearer later in the paper.
Client complexity and client-server communication issues
There is a wide range of clients that can access the Internet and experience a multimedia streaming application. Therefore, a streaming solution should take into consideration a scalable decoding approach that meets di!erent client-complexity requirements. In addition, one has to incorporate robustness into the client for error recovery and handling, keeping in mind key client-server complexity issues. For example, the deployment of an elaborate feedback scheme between the receivers and the sender (e.g. for #ow control and error handling) is not desirable due to the potential implosion of messages at the sender [2, 34, 35] . However, simple re-transmission techniques have been proven e!ective for many unicast and multicast multimedia applications [2, 10, 22, 34] . Consequently, we employ a re-transmission method for the recovery of lost packets. This method is combined with a client-driven #ow control model that ensures the continuous decoding and presentation of video while minimizing the server complexity.
In summary, a real-time streaming system tailored for entertainment IP applications should provide a good balance among these requirements: (a) scalability of the compressed video content, (b) coding e$ciency across a wide range of bitrates, (c) low complexity at the streaming server, and (d) handling of lost packets and end-to-end #ow control using a primarily client-driven approach to minimize server complexity and meet overall system scalability requirements. These elements are addressed in our streaming system as explained in the following sections.
3. An overview of the scalable video streaming system
The overall architecture of our scalable video streaming system is shown in Fig. 1 . The system consists of three main components: an MPEG-4 based scalable video encoder, a real-time streaming server, and a corresponding real-time streaming client which includes the video decoder.
MPEG-4 is an international standard being developed by the ISO Moving Picture Experts Group for the coding and representation of multimedia content. In addition to providing standardized methods for decoding compressed audio and video, MPEG-4 provides standards for the representation, delivery, synchronization, and interactivity of audiovisual material. The powerful MPEG-4 tools yield good levels of performance at low bit-rates, while at the same time they present a wealth of new functionality [20] .
The video encoder generates two bitstreams: a base-layer and an enhancement-layer compressed video. An MPEG-4 compliant stream is coded based on an MPEG-4 video Veri"cation Model (VM). This stream, which represents the base The "gure illustrates the architecture for a single, unicast server-client session. Extending the architecture shown in the "gure to multiple unicast sessions, or to a multicast scenario is straightforward.
http://drogo.cselt.stet.it/mpeg/ The VM is a common set of tools that contain detailed encoding and decoding algorithms used as reference for testing new functionalities. The video encoding was based on the MPEG-4 video group, MoMuSys software Version VCD-06-980625. layer of the scalable video encoder output, is coded at a low bit-rate. The particular rate selected depends on the overall range of bit-rates targeted by the system and the complexity of the source material. For example, to serve clients with analog/ISDN modems' Internet access, the base-layer video is coded at around 15}20 kbps. The video enhancement layer is coded using a single "negranular-scalable bitstream. The method used for coding the enhancement layer follows the recent development in the MPEG-4 video "negranular-scalability (FGS) activity for Internet streaming applications [4, 5] . For the above analog/ISDN-modem access example, the enhancement layer stream is over-coded to a bit-rate around 80}100 kbps. Due to the "ne granularity of the enhancement layer, the server can easily select and adapt to the desired bit-rate based on the conditions of the network. The scalable video coding aspects of the system are covered in Section 4.
The server outputs the MPEG-4 base-layer video at a rate that follows very closely the bit-rate at which the stream was originally coded. This aspect of the server is crucial for minimizing under#ow and over#ow events at the client. Jitter is introduced at the server output due, in part, to the packetization of the compressed video streams. Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) packetization [15, 39] is used to multiplex and synchronize the base and enhancement layer video. This is accomplished through the time-stamp "elds supported in the RTP header. In addition to the base and enhancement streams, the server re-transmits lost packets in response to requests from the client. The three streams (base, enhancement and re-transmission) are sent using the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) over IP. The re-transmission requests between the client and the server are carried in an end-to-end, reliable control session using Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). The server rate-control aspects of the system are covered in Section 5.
In addition to a real-time MPEG-4 based, scalable video decoder, the client includes bu!ers and a control module to regulate the #ow of data and ensure continuous and synchronized decoding of the video content. This is accomplished by deploying an Integrated Transport Decoder (ITD) bu!er model which supports packet-loss recovery through re-transmission requests. The ITD bu!er model and the corresponding re-transmission method are explained in Section 5.
MPEG-4 based scalable video coding for streaming

Overview of video scalability
Many scalable video-coding approaches have been proposed recently for real-time Internet applications. In [22] a temporal layering scheme is applied to MPEG-2 video coded streams where di!erent picture types (I, P and B) are separated into corresponding layers (I, P and B video layers). These layers are multicasted into separate streams allowing receivers with di!erent session-bandwidth characteristics to subscribe to one or more of these layers. In conjunction with this temporal layering scheme, a re-transmission method is used to recover lost packets. In [25] a spatio-temporal layering scheme is used where temporal compression is based on hierarchical conditional replenishment and spatial compression is based on a hybrid DCT/subband transform coding.
In the scalable video coding system developed in [45] , a 3-D subband transform with camera-pan compensation is used to avoid motion compensation drift due to partial reference pictures. Each subband is encoded with progressively decreasing quantization step sizes. The system can support, with a single bitstream, a range of bit-rates from kilobits to megabits and various picture resolutions and frame rates. However, the coding e$ciency of the system depends heavily on the type of motion in the video being encoded. If the motion is other than camera panning, then the e!ectiveness of the temporal redundancy exploitation is limited. In addition, the granularity of the supported bit-rates is fairly coarse.
Several video scalability approaches have been adopted by video compression standards such as MPEG-2, MPEG-4 and H.263. Temporal, spatial and quality (SNR) scalability types have been de-"ned in these standards. All of these types of scalable video consist of a Base Layer (BL) and one or multiple Enhancement Layers (ELs). The BL part of the scalable video stream represents, in general, the minimum amount of data needed for decoding that stream. The EL part of the stream represents additional information, and therefore it enhances the video signal representation when decoded by the receiver.
For each type of video scalability, a certain scalability structure is used. The scalability structure de"nes the relationship among the pictures of the BL and the pictures of the enhancement layer. Fig. 2 illustrates examples of video scalability structures. MPEG-4 also supports object-based scalability structures for arbitrarily shaped video objects [17, 18] .
Another type of scalability, which has been primarily used for coding still images, is xnegranular scalability. Images coded with this type of scalability can be decoded progressively. In other words, the decoder can start decoding and displaying the image after receiving a very small amount of data. As more data is received, the quality of the decoded image is progressively enhanced until the complete information is received, decoded, and displayed. Among lead international standards, progressive image coding is one of the modes supported in JPEG [16] and the still-image, texture coding tool in MPEG-4 video [17] . When compared with non-scalable methods, a disadvantage of video scalable compression is its inferior coding e$ciency. In order to increase coding e$ciency, video scalable methods normally rely on relatively complex structures (such as the spatial and temporal scalability examples shown in Fig. 2) . By using information from as many pictures as possible from both the BL and EL, coding e$ciency can be improved when compressing an enhancement-layer picture. However, using prediction among pictures within the enhancement layer either eliminates or signi"cantly reduces the "negranular scalability feature, which is desirable for environments with a wide range of available bandwidth (e.g. the Internet). On the other hand, using a "ne-granular scalable approach (e.g. progressive JPEG or the MPEG-4 still-image coding tool) to compress each picture of a video sequence prevents the employment of prediction among the pictures, and consequently degrades coding e$ciency.
MPEG-4 video based xne-granular-scalability (FGS)
In order to strike a balance between codinge$ciency and "ne-granularity requirements, a recent activity in MPEG-4 adopted a hybrid scalability structure characterized by a DCT motion compensated base layer and a "ne granular scalable enhancement layer [4, 5] . This scalability structure is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The video coding scheme used by our system is based on this scalability structure [5] . Under this structure, the server can transmit part or all of the over-coded enhancement layer to the receiver. Therefore, unlike the scalability solutions shown in Fig. 2 , the FGS structure enables the streaming system to adapt to varying network conditions. As explained in Section 2, the FGS feature is especially needed when the video is pre-compressed and the condition of the particular session (over which the bitstream will be delivered) is not known at the time when the video is coded. Fig. 4 shows the internal architecture of the MPEG-4 based FGS video encoder used in our streaming system. The base layer carries a minimally acceptable quality of video to be reliably delivered using a re-transmission, packet-loss recovery method. The enhancement layer improves upon the base layer video, fully utilizing the estimated available bandwidth (Section 5.5). By employing a motion compensated base layer, coding e$ciency from temporal redundancy exploitation is partially retained. The base and a single-enhancement layer streams can be either stored for later transmission, or can be directly streamed by the server in real-time. The encoder interfaces with a system module that performs estimates of the range of bandwidth [R , R ] that can be supported over the desired network. Based on this information, the module conveys to the encoder the bit-rate R * )R that must be used to compress the base-layer video. The enhancement layer is over-coded using a bit-rate (R !R * ). It is important to note that the range [R , R ] can be determined o!-line for a particular set of Internet access technologies. For example, R "20 kbps and R "100 kbps can be used for analoguemodem/ISDN access technologies. More sophisticated techniques can also be employed in real-time to estimate the range [R , R ]. For unicast streaming, an estimate for the available bandwidth R can be generated in real-time for a particular session. Based on this estimate, the server transmits the enhancement layer using a bit-rate R #* :
Due to the "ne granularity of the enhancement layer, its real-time rate control aspect can be implemented with minimal processing (Section 5.5). For multicast streaming, a set of intermediate bit-rates R , R , 2 , R , can be used to partition the enhancement layer into substreams. In this case, N "ne-granular streams are multicasted using the bit-rates:
Using a receiver-driven paradigm [24] , the client can subscribe to the base layer and one or more of the enhancement layers' streams. As explained earlier, one of the advantages of the FGS approach is that the EL sub-streams can be combined at the receiver into a single stream and decoded using a single EL decoder.
Typically, the base layer encoder will compress the signal using the minimum bit-rate R . This is especially the case when the BL encoding takes place o!-line prior to the time of transmitting the video signal.
There are many alternative compression methods one can choose from when coding the BL and EL layers of the FGS structure shown in Fig. 3 . MPEG-4 is highly anticipated to be the next widely-deployed audio-visual standard for interactive multimedia applications. In particular, MPEG-4 video provides superior low-bit-rate coding performance when compared with other MPEG standards (i.e. MPEG-1 and MPEG-2), and provides object-based functionality. In addition, MPEG-4 video has demonstrated its coding e$ciency even for medium-to-high bit-rates. Therefore, we use the DCT-based MPEG-4 video tools for coding the base layer. There are many excellent documents and papers describe the MPEG-4 video coding tools [17, 18, 43, 44] .
For the EL encoder shown in Fig. 4 , any embedded or "ne-granular compression scheme can be used. Wavelet-based solutions have shown excellent coding-e$ciency and "ne-granularity performance for image compression [41, 37] . In the following sub-section, we will discuss our wavelet solution for coding the EL of the MPEG-4 based scalable video encoder. Simulation results of our MPEG-4 based FGS coding method will be presented in Section 4.3.2.
The FGS enhancement layer encoder using wavelet
In addition to achieving a good balance between coding e$ciency and "ne granularity, there are other criteria that need to be considered when selecting the enhancement layer coding scheme. These criteria include complexity, maturity and acceptability of that scheme by the technical and industrial communities for broad adaptation. The complexity of such scheme should be su$ciently low, in particular, for the decoder. The technique should be reasonably mature and stable. Moreover, it is desirable that the selected technique has some roots in MPEG or other standardization bodies to facilitate its broad acceptability.
Embedded wavelet coding satis"es all of the above criteria. It has proven very e$cient in coding still images [38, 41] and is also e$cient in coding video signals [46] . It naturally provides "ne granular scalability, which has always been one of its strengths when compared to other transform-based coding schemes. Because wavelet-based image compression has been studied for many years now, and because its relationship with sub-band coding is well established there exist fast algorithms and implementations to reduce its complexity. Moreover, MPEG-4 video includes a still-image compression tool based on the wavelet transform [17] . This still-image coding tool supports three compression modes, one of which is "ne granular. In addition, the image-compression methods currently competing under the JPEG-2000 standardization activities are based on the wavelet transform. All of the above factors make wavelet based coding for the FGS enhancement layer a very attractive choice.
Ever since the introduction of EZW (Embedded Zerotrees of Wavelet coe$cients) by Shapiro [41] , much research has been directed toward e$cient progressive encoding of images and video using wavelets. Progress in this area has culminated recently with the SPIHT (Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees) algorithm developed by Said and Pearlman [38] . The still-image, texture coding tool in MPEG-4 also represents a variation of EZW and gives comparable performance to that of SPIHT.
Compression results and proposals for using different variations of the EZW algorithm have been recently submitted to the MPEG-4 activity on FGS video [6, 17, 19, 40] . These EZW-based proposals include the scalable video coding solution used in our streaming system. Below, we give a brief overview of the original EZW method and highlight how the recent wavelet-based MPEG-4 proposals (for coding the FGS EL video) di!er from the original EZW algorithm. Simulation results are shown at the end of the section.
EZW-based coding of the enhancement-layer video
The di!erent variations of the EZW approach [6, 17, 19, 37, 38, 40, 41] are based on: (a) computing a wavelet-transform of the image, and (b) coding the resulting transform by partitioning the wavelet coe$cients into sets of hierarchical, spatial-orientation trees. An example of a spatial-orientation tree is shown in Fig. 5 . In the original EZW algorithm In EZW, coding e$ciency is achieved based on the hypothesis of`decaying spectruma: the energies of the wavelet coe$cients are expected to decay in the direction from the root of a spatial-orientation tree toward its descendants. Consequently, if the wavelet coe$cient c L of a node n is found insigni"cant (relative to some threshold ¹ I "2I), then it is highly probable that all descendants D(n) of the node n are also insigni"cant (relative to the same threshold ¹ I
). If the root of a tree and all of its descendants are insigni"cant then this tree is referred to as a Zero-Tree Root (ZTR). If a node n is insigni"cant (i.e. "c L "(¹ I ) but one (or more) of its descendants is (are) signi"cant then this scenario represents a violation of the &decaying spectrum' hypothesis. Such a node is referred to as an Isolated Zero-Tree (IZT). In the original EZW
) is coded either positive (POS) or negative (NEG) depending on the sign of the coe$cient. Therefore, if S(n, ¹ I ) represents the signixcance symbol used for coding a node n relative to a threshold ¹ I "2I, then
There are two main stages (or &passes') in EZWbased coding algorithms: a dominant pass and a subordinate pass. The execution of a subordinate pass begins after the completion of a dominant pass. Each pass scans a corresponding list of coe$-cients (dominant list and subordinate list). In the dominant pass, coe$cients are scanned in such a way such that a coe$cient in a given sub-band is scanned prior to all coe$cients belonging to a "ner (higher resolution) sub-band. An example of this scanning is shown in Fig. 6 . While being scanned, the coe$cients are examined for their signi"cance with respect to a threshold ¹ I "2I, k"0, 1, 2 , K, where
For each threshold value ¹ I , the EZW algorithm scans and examines the wavelet coe$cients for their signi"cance starting with the largest threshold ¹ ) , then ¹ )\ , and so on. Therefore, in all there could be as many as K#1 dominant passes, each of which is followed by a subordinate pass. Due to its embedded nature, the algorithm can stop at any point (within a dominant or subordinate pass) if a certain bit-budget constraint or distortionmeasure criterion is achieved. Prior to the execution of the dominant/subordinate-passes stage, the EZW algorithm requires a simple initialization step for computing and transmitting the parameter K, and for initializing the dominant and subordinate lists. A high-level structure of the EZW algorithm is shown in Fig. 7 . Under each dominant pass, and for each scanned coe$cient, one of the four above symbols (ZTR, IZT, POS, NEG) is transmitted to the decoder. If a coe$cient is declared a zero-tree (ZTR), all of its descendants are not examined, and consequently no extra symbols are needed to code the rest of this tree under the current dominant pass. However, a zero-tree node (and its descendants) has to be examined under subsequent dominant passes relative to smaller thresholds. If a coe$cient is POS or NEG, it is removed from the dominant list and put into the subordinate list for further processing by the subordinate pass. This is done since once a coef-"cient is found signi"cant (POS or NEG), it will also be signi"cant relative to subsequent (smaller) thresholds. If a node n is found to be an isolated zero-tree (IZT), this indicates that further scanning of this node's descendants is needed to identify the signi"cant coe$cients under n. At the end of each dominant pass, only zero-tree and isolated zerotree nodes remain part of the dominant list for
In the original EZW algorithm, the signi"cant coe$cients in the wavelet transform are actually set to zero. further examination under the next dominant pass. The coding procedure used under a dominant pass of the EZW algorithm is referred to as signixcance map coding.
Under a subordinate pass (i.e. after the corresponding dominant pass examination of the coe$-cients relative to a threshold ¹ I ), the magnitude of each node in the subordinate list (i.e. each signi"-cant POS or NEG coe$cient) is re"ned. This is done by transmitting the next most-signi"cant-bit (MSB I\ ) of that coe$cient to the decoder. So far, we have described some of the key elements of the original EZW (for more details we refer the reader to [41] ). This description will assist in highlighting the variations (around this algorithm) used by the recent wavelet-based experiments conducted in support of the MPEG-4 FGS video-tool e!ort. These proposals and experiments fall into two categories. One set of experiments was done using the "ne-granular mode of the waveletbased MPEG-4 still-image, texture-coding tool. The other set of experiments employed the SPIHT algorithm.
Under the MPEG-4 still-image wavelet tool, in addition to using zero-tree (ZTR) and isolated zero-tree (IZT) symbols to code the signi"cance map, two other symbols are used: Value Zero-Tree Root (VZTR) and Value (VAL). If D(n) represents the set of descendants of a node n, then the new symbols used for coding the signi"cance of a coef-"cient c L (relative to a threshold ¹ I ) can be expressed as follows:
Since there are no positive or negative symbols used here, the encoder has to send the sign of each signi"cant coe$cient. The bi-level quantization option represents the "ne-granular scalability mode of the MPEG-4 wavelet still-image coding tool. This mode supports the sub-band by sub-band scanning shown in Fig. 6 . The signi"cance map symbols, the signi"cant coe$cients' signs, and the re"nement bits of already-identi"ed signi"cant coe$cients are coded using an arithmetic encoder which derives context-based probability models [17] . Another feature supported by the MPEG-4 still-image tool is the coding of the highest-level sub-band (the &DC' sub-band coe$cients) separately from other subbands. The DC sub-band coe$cients are quantized and coded in a predictive manner using an adaptive arithmetic encoder. This summarizes some of the major di!erences between the original EZW algorithm and the MPEG-4 wavelet still-image coding tool.
Under the SPIHT algorithm [38] , a di!erent method is used for coding the signi"cance map. The algorithm simply uses only two symbols: 1 (signi"cant) and 0 (insigni"cant). In this case, the dominant list (used in the original EZW to scan the insigni"cant nodes) is replaced here with two lists. One list is used to scan and examine the insigni"cant coe$cients individually (i.e. no examination of the descendants of a node } just the node itself). This list is referred to as the List of Insigni"cant Pixels (LIP). The other list is used to examine the sets of insigni"cant descendants of nodes in the tree (List of Insigni"cant Sets } LIS). Therefore, each node in the LIS list represents its descendants' coe$cients (but not itself). In SPIHT, the insigni"cance of a node either refers to the insigni"cance of its own coe$cient (if the node is in the LIP list) or the insigni"cance of its descendants (if the node is in the LIS list). Therefore, if represents a set of nodes, then the symbols used for coding the signi"cance map can be expressed as:
In this case, if "+n, is a single node, then it is examined during the LIP list scanning, and if "+D(n), is a set of multiple nodes (i.e. the set of descendants of a node n in the tree), then is examined during the LIS list scanning.
It is important to note that a particular node can be a member of both lists (LIP and LIS). If both the node n and its descendants are insigni"cant (i.e. the equivalence of having a zero-tree in the original EZW), then n will be a member of both the LIP and LIS sets. Consequently, the dominant pass of the original EZW algorithm is replaced with two subpasses under SPIHT: one sub-pass for scanning the LIP coe$cients and the other for scanning the LIS sets. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 . Similar to the MPEG-4 still-image coding tool, for every coe$cient found signi"cant during the LIP or LIS scanning, its sign is transmitted, and the coe$cient is put in a third list (List of Signi"cant Pixels } LSP). The
Its membership in the LIS list is basically a pointer to its descendants. However, the node itself does not get examined during the LIS list scanning.
Using SPIHT terminologies, the dominant pass is referred to as the &sorting pass'. (n) are the non-immediate descendants of n. It should be noted that there are more detailed processing and scanning that take place within the dominant pass. This includes the scanning order of the immediate descendants (or o!springs) and non-immediate descendants of a node n Q in the LIS. For more details, the reader is referred to [38] .
LSP is used by the subordinate passes (or re"nement passes using SPIHT terminology) to send the next MSBs of already identi"ed signi"cant coef-"cients.
Another distinct feature of the SPIHT algorithm is its hierarchical way of building up its lists. For example, instead of listing all coe$cients as members of the dominant list and initializing them to be zero-tree nodes as done in the original EZW algorithm, in SPIHT only the main roots of the spatial-orientation trees are put on the LIS and LIP list. These lists are then appended with new nodes deeper in the tree as the dominant (`sortinga) passes get executed. Similar to the EZW algorithm, the set of root nodes R includes all nodes in the highest-level (&DC') sub-band except the top-left coe$cient (the DC coe$cient). This concludes our summary on how the MPEG-4 still-image coding tool and the SPIHT algorithm di!er from the original EZW method. As mentioned above, both methods were used to compress residual video signals under the MPEG-4 FGS video experimentation e!ort. In the next section, we will provide an overview of the MPEG-4 FGS video experiments and show some simulation results.
Before proceeding, it is important to highlight one key point. The EZW-based methods have proven very e$cient in encoding still images, due to the high-energy compaction of wavelet coe$cients. However, because residual signals possess di!erent statistical properties from those of still images, special care needs to be taken to encode them e$ciently. Because the base layer is DCT based, blocking artifacts are observed at low bit-rates. This type of artifacts in the signal will result in unnatural edges and create high-energy wavelet coe$cients corresponding to the block edges. Two approaches have been identi"ed to reduce blocking artifacts in the reconstructed images. One is Overlapped Block-matching Motion Compensation, which was used in the scalable wavelet coder developed by [46] . The other is to "lter the DCTcoded images, and then compute the residual signals to be re"ned by the "ne granular scalable enhancement layer. This latter approach, which is consistent with the MPEG-4 generic model for scalability [17] , is referred to as &mid-processing'. We will show simulation results in conjunction with and without mid-processing.
Simulation results for the MPEG-4 based
xne-granular-scalability coding method
The simulation results presented here are based on the scalability structure shown in Fig. 3 . In addition, we use a set of video parameters and test conditions for both the base and enhancement layer as de"ned by the MPEG-4 activity on FGS video coding [4] . Table 1 shows the MPEG-4 video sequences tested with the corresponding parameters including the base-layer bit-rate. For the enhancement layer, a set of &bit-rate traces' was de"ned as shown in Fig. 9 . It is important to note, however, that the enhancement layers were overcoded and generated without making any assumptions about these traces. This is to emulate, for example, the scenario when the encoder does not have knowledge of the available bandwidth to be used at a later time for streaming the bitstreams. Another example is the scenario when the encoder is ignorant about the receiver available bandwidth or processing-power capability (even if the video is being compressed in real-time). An enhancement layer trace t(n) identi"es the number of bits e(n) that must be used for decoding the nth enhancement layer picture: e(n)"b(n)Ht(n), when b(n) is the number of bits used for coding the nth base-layer picture.
Below, we present a summary of the simulation results of using the wavelet coding method based on the SPIHT variation of the EZW algorithm as described in the previous section. (For more details about the simulation results of using all of the wavelet-based experiments submitted so far to MPEG-4, the reader is referred to [6, 19] .) Table 2 shows the average PSNR performance of the wavelet based coding scheme employed in our streaming system using the video sequences and associated testing conditions as de"ned by the MPEG-4 FGS experiment e!ort.
Two sets of EL testing scenarios were conducted: one with &mid-processing' and one without (as explained in the previous section). For each scenario and for each test sequence all of the three bandwidth traces were used. Since our wavelet encoder is bit-wise "ne granular, the decoded number of bits per enhancement frame is exactly the same as that of the decoding traces. Therefore, the decoding traces can also be interpreted as the actual number of decoded bits for each enhancement frame. The base layer is encoded using the MPEG-4 MoMuSys software Version VCD-06-980625. Table 2 Average PSNR performance of the wavelet based coding scheme employed by our system using the video sequences and test parameters de"ned by the MPEG-4 FGS activity A video sequence structure of IPPPP 2 with one intra picture at the beginning of each sequence is used for these results. It is clear from the table that, in addition to the "ne-granularity bene"t of the embedded wavelet coding scheme, the overall video quality (based on the average PSNR measure) is improved by as much as 4.46 dB relative to the base-layer (the Stefan sequence with mid-processing and enhancement bit-rate of 2.5 times the base-layer bit-rate). And as expected, by comparing the PSNR numbers for the cases with and without &mid-processing', it is clear that employing the deblocking "lter on the base-layer prior to computing the residual pictures provides an improvement in the average PSNR values. Increase in PSNR values due to mid-processing is as high as about 15% for the case of hard-to-code sequences at low-bit-rates (e.g. the forman QCIF sequence at 25 kbps). As expected, for relatively easy-to-code sequences or for higher bit-rate scenarios the advantage of mid-processing was not as signi"cant as the previous case (e.g. only about 5% increase in PSNR averages for the &Stefan' sequence.) Fig. 10 shows an example of a picture of the &coastguard' (QCIF) sequence decoded from the base-layer and the corresponding enhanced pictures using decoded frames from the FGS wavelet bitstream. The graceful improvement in the visual quality can be observed from the "gure. The base-layer bit-rate used here is R"24 kbps. The enhancement layer bit-rates used are R, 2R, 3R, 4R and 5R. It is important to note that the enhancement pictures were derived from a single wavelet stream in a "ne-granular manner. Fig. 11 shows the plots of the PSNR values for the same (&coastguard') sequence as a function of the picture number. The plot with the lowest PSNR numbers illustrates the performance of the base-layer coded at R"24 kbps. The plots with the higher PSNR values are for the enhanced sequences decoded using enhancement bit-rates of R, 2R, 3R, 4R and 5R, in an ascending order. As noted before, only a single enhancement-layer, wavelet stream was generated. (a) The picture from the base-layer which is coded at a bit-rate R"24 kbps; (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) are the corresponding pictures decoded using enhancement-layer bit-rates of R, 2R, 3R, 4R and 5R, respectively. It is important to note that only a single enhancement-layer wavelet stream was generated, and therefore all of the enhancement pictures were decoded from the same stream in a "ne-granular way.
Therefore, all of the enhancement pictures were decoded from the same stream in a "ne-granular way. The results shown in the "gure were generated without using the deblocking "lter on the baselayer frames.
Concluding remarks on FGS video coding
Standardization of an FGS video method is crucial for a wide deployment of this functionality for Internet users. Therefore, the MPEG-4 FGS video Fig. 10 ). The lower plot represents the PSNR performance of the base-layer coded at R"24 kbps. The plots with the higher PSNR values are for enhanced sequences decoded using enhancement bit-rates R, 2R, 3R, 4R and 5R, in an ascending order. It is important to note that only a single enhancement-layer wavelet stream was generated, and therefore all of the enhancement pictures were decoded from the same stream in a "ne-granular way.
activity is very important in that respect. Keeping with the long and successful tradition of MPEG, this activity will ensure that a very robust and e$cient FGS coding tool will be supported. The level of interest that this new activity has generated within the MPEG-4 video committee is an important step in that direction.
Another crucial element for the success of an FGS video coding method is the reliable and e$-cient streaming of the content. In particular, reliable delivery of the base-layer video is of prime importance. In that regard, the deployment of a streaming solution with packet-loss handling mechanism is needed. In the next section, we will focus on developing the re-transmission based packet-loss handling mechanism (mentioned earlier in the document) for the delivery of the base-layer video. We will also illustrate the e!ectiveness of that approach. Due to the "ne-granularity of the scalable video scheme we are using, a packet loss of enhancement layer video only impacts the particular frame experiencing the loss. Consequently, we only provide packet-loss recovery for the base layer. Therefore, for the remaining of the document we will focus on describing a base-layer video bu!er model which supports re-transmission of lost packets while preventing under#ow events from occurring.
Integrated transport-decoder bu4er model with re-transmission
Background
Continuous decoding and presentation of compressed video is one of the key requirements of Under#ow occurs when all pieces of data, which are needed for decoding a picture, are not available at the receiver at the time when the picture is scheduled to be decoded. real-time multimedia applications. In order to meet this requirement, a decoder-encoder bu!er model is normally used to ensure that under#ow and over#ow events do not occur. These constraints limit the size (bitwise) of pictures that enter the encoder bu!er. The constraints are usually expressed in terms of encoder-bu!er bounds, which when adhered to by the encoder, guarantee continuous decoding and presentation of the compressed video stream at the receiver. Fig. 12 shows an ideal encoder-decoder bu!er model of a video coding system. Under this model, uncompressed video pictures "rst enter the compression engine of the encoder at a given picture rate. The compressed pictures exit the compression engine and enter the video encoder bu!er at the same picture rate. Similarly, the compressed pictures exit the decoder bu!er and enter the decoding engine at the same rate. Therefore, the endto-end bu!ering delay (i.e. the total delay encountered in both the encoder and decoder bu!ers) is constant. However, in general, the same piece of compressed video data (e.g. a particular byte of the video stream) encounters di!erent delays in the encoder and decoder bu!ers. Encoding and decoding take zero time under this model.
The encoder bu!er bounds can be expressed using either discrete-time summation [14, 21] or continuous-time integration [36] . Here we choose the discrete-time domain analysis. First, let be the end-to-end delay (i.e. including both encoder and decoder bu!ers, and the channel delay ) in units of time. For a given video coding system, is a constant number that is applicable to all pictures entering the encoder-decoder bu!er model. To simplify the discrete-time expressions, it is assumed that the end-to-end bu!ering delay ¹" ! is an integer-multiple of the frame duration ¹. Therefore, N"( ! )/¹ represents the bu!ers' delay in terms of the number of video pictures.
Let r (i) be the data rate at the output of the encoder during frame-interval i. If r (i) is the data rate at the input of the decoder bu!er, then based on this ideal model r (i¹)"r (i¹# ). In addition, based on the convention we established above this expression is equivalent to r (i)"r (i). The encoder bu!er bounds can be expressed as in [14, 21] :
B and B are the maximum decoder and encoder bu!er sizes, respectively. By adhering to the bounds expressed in Eq. (3), the encoder guarantees that the decoder bu!er will not experience any under#ow or over#ow events.
Throughout the rest of this document, our time measurements will be in units of frame-duration intervals. For example, using the encoder time reference shown in Fig. 12 , the nth picture enters the encoder bu!er at time index n. The decoder time reference is shifted by the channel delay . As noted in previous works (e.g. [14] ), smaller time-intervals can also be used within the same framework.
Here we use &data rate' in a generic manner, and therefore it could signify &bit', &byte' or even &packet' rate. More importantly, r(i) represents the total amount of data transmitted during period i.
Throughout the rest of this document, we will refer to this model as the ideal bu!er model.
Here we also assume that the encoder starts transmitting its data immediately after the "rst frame enters the encoder bu!er. Therefore, the start-up delay dd (which is the delay the "rst piece of data from the "rst picture spends in the decoder bu!er prior to decoding) equals the end-to-end, encoder-decoder bu!er delay: dd " ¹"¹ ) N.
Two problems arise when applying the above ideal bu!er model to non-guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS) networks such as the Internet. First, due to variation in the end-to-end delay between the sender and the receiver (i.e. delay jitter), is not constant anymore. Consequently, in general, one cannot "nd a constant such that r (i¹)" r (i¹# ) at all times. Second, there is usually a signi"cant packet loss rate. The challenge here is to recover the lost data prior to the time when the corresponding frame must be decoded. Otherwise, an under#ow event will occur. Furthermore, if prediction-based compression is used, an under#ow due to lost data may not only impact the particular frame under consideration, but many frames after that. Based on the FGS video scheme employed by our solution, a lost packet in the base layer will impact pictures at both the base and enhancement layers. Therefore, for the remainder of this section we will focus on the development of a receiver bu!er model that minimizes under#ow events, while taking into consideration the two above problems and the ideal encoder}decoder bu!er constraints. The model is based on lost packet recovery using re-transmission.
It has been well established in many published works that re-transmission based lost packet recovery is a viable approach for continuous media communication over packet networks [2, 10, 22, 34] . For these applications, it has been popular to employ a negative automatic repeat request (NACK) in conjunction with re-transmission of the lost packet. All of the proposed approaches take into consideration both the round-trip delay and the delay This assumption is mainly intended for simplifying the description of the ITD bu!er model, and therefore there is no loss in generality. jitter between the sender and the receiver(s). For example, in [10] , an end-to-end model with retransmission for packet voice transmission is developed. The model is based on the paradigm that the voice data consists of silence and talkspurt segments. The model also assumes that each talkspurt consists of a "xed number of "xed-size packets. Although this model can be applicable for voice data, it is not general enough to capture the characteristics of compressed video (which can have variable number of bytes or packets per video frame).
Here we develop a receiver bu!er model that takes into consideration both transport delay parameters (end-to-end delay and delay jitter) and the video encoder bu!er constraints described above. We refer to this model as the Integrated Transport Decoder (ITD) bu!er model. One key advantage of the ITD model is that it eliminates the separation of a network-transport bu!er, which is typically used for removing delay jitter and recovering lost data, from the video decoder bu!er. This reduces the end-to-end delay, and optimizes the usage of receiver resources (such as memory).
The basic ITD buwer model
One of the key questions that the ITD model addresses is: how much video data a receiver bu!er must hold at a given time in order to avoid an under#ow event at a later time? The occupancy of a video bu!er is usually expressed in terms of data units (bits, bytes, etc.) at a given time instance. This however does not match well with transport layer, ARQ based re-transmission methods that are based on temporal units of measurements (e.g. round-trip delay for re-transmission). The ITD integrates both a temporal and data-unit occupancy models. An ITD bu!er is divided into temporal segments of ¹ duration each. A good candidate for the parameter ¹ is the frame period of a video sequence. The data units (bits, bytes or packets) associated with a given duration ¹ is bu!ered in the corresponding temporal segment. This is illustrated in Fig. 13 . During time interval n, the nth access unit (A L ) is being decoded, and access unit A L> is stored at the temporal segment nearest to the bu!er output. Therefore, the duration it takes to decode or display an access unit is the same as the duration of the temporal segment ¹. During the time-interval n, the rate at which data enters the ITD bu!er is rRB(n).
Each temporal segment holds a maximum number of packets K . And, each packet has a maximum size of b (in bits or bytes). Therefore, if S represents the maximum size of an access unit, then S )K b . Here we assume that packetization is done such that each access-unit commences with a new packet. In other words, Here we use the notion of an access unit which can be an audio frame, a video frame, or even a portion of a video frame such as Group of Blocks (GOB).
The model here is not dependent on the particular packet type (IP, UDP, RTP, ATM cells, etc.). For Internet streaming, RTP packets may be a good candidate. Regardless what packet type one chooses, the packetization overhead must be taken into consideration when computing key parameters such as the data rates, packet inter-arrival times, etc. the payload of each packet belongs to only one access unit.
There are two measures we use to express the occupancy of the ITD bu!er BRB(n) at time index n:
B (n) represents the number of consecutive-andcomplete access units in the bu!er at the beginning of interval n. Temporal segments containing partial data are not counted, and all segments following a partial segment are also not counted even if they contain a complete, access-unit worth of data. Hence, ¹B (n) represents how much video in temporal units (e.g. seconds) that the ITD bu!er holds at time index n (without running into an under#ow if no more data arrives). Here we use the following convention for labeling the ITD bu!er temporal segments. When access unit A L is being decoded, the temporal segment holding access unit A L>G is labeled the ith temporal segment. The temporal segment with index i"1 is the nearest to the output of the bu!er. Therefore, and assuming there are no missing data, temporal segments i"1, 2, 2 , B (n) are holding complete access units.
B (n) is the total consecutive (i.e. without missing access units or packets) amount of data in the bu!er at interval n. Therefore, if S L denotes the size of access unit n, then the relationship between B and B can be expressed as follows:
; L > is the partial (incomplete) data of access unit A L> L > which is stored in temporal segment B (n)#1 at time index n.
The ITD model with re-transmission
Four processes in#uence the occupancy of the ITD bu!er when re-transmission is supported: (a) the process of outputting one temporal segment As discussed later, the extension of the ITD model to the case when each packet contains an integer number of access units is trivial. This later case could be typical for audio packetization.
(¹) worth of data from the bu!er to the decoder at the beginning of every time-interval n, (b) the detection of packet loss(es) and transmission of associated NACK messages, (c) the continuous arrival of primary packets (i.e. not re-transmitted), and (d) the arrival of the re-transmitted packets.
Moreover, the strategy used for detecting packet losses and transmitting NACK messages can have an impact on the bu!er model. For example, a single-packet loss detection and re-transmission request strategy can be adopted. In this case, the system will only attempt to detect the loss events on a packet-by-packet basis, and then send a single NACK for each lost packet detected. Another example arises when a multiple-packet loss detection and re-transmission request strategy is adopted. In this case, the system attempts to detect multiple lost packets (e.g. that belongs to a single access unit), and then send a single re-transmission request for all lost packets detected.
Here we derive ITD bu!er constraints that must be adhered to by the receiver to enable any generic re-transmission strategy. Let ¹ * represents the minimum duration of time needed for detecting a predetermined number of lost packets. In general, ¹ * is a function of the delay jitter between the sender and the receiver due to data arriving later than expected to the ITD bu!er. Let ¹ 0 represents the minimum amount of time needed for recovering a lost packet after being declared lost by the receiver. ¹ 0 includes the time required for sending a NACK from the receiver to the sender and the time needed for the re-transmitted data to reach the receiver (assuming that the NACK and re-transmitted data are not lost). Therefore, ¹ 0 is a function of the round-trip delay between the receiver and the sender.
To support re-transmission of lost packets, video data must experience a minimum delay of (¹ * #¹ 0 ) in the ITD. Let the minimum delay experienced by any video data under the ideal Other factors that can in#uence the parameter ¹ * are: variation in the output data rate due to packetization (i.e. packetization jitter), the inter-departure intervals among packets transmitted from the sender, and the sizes of the packets. The important thing here is that ¹ * must include any time elements needed for the detection of a lost packet at the receiver.
decoder bu!er model be dd . Therefore, the amount of delay that must be added to the minimum ideal delay in order to enable re-transmission is
where u(x)"x for x'0, and u(x)"0 for x)0. The delay 0 must be added to all data to ensure the continuous decoding and presentation of video. Therefore, if is the ideal encoder}decoder bu!er delay, then the total encoder-ITD bu!er model delay is
ITD buwer bounds
Based on the constraints described above, we derive here the ITD lower and upper bounds that must be maintained at all times. Let B be the minimum number of temporal segments that must be occupied with data in the ITD bu!er in order to enable re-transmission and prevent an under#ow event. Therefore, and in the absence of lost packets and delay jitter, at any time index n, the ITD bu!er occupancy must meet the following:
Let dd be the maximum decoding delay experienced under the ideal bu!er model. Hence, dd ) . Consequently, and also in the absence of lost packets and delay jitter, the ITD bu!er has to meet the following:
Therefore, in the absence of lost data and delay jitter, the ITD bu!er occupancy is bounded as follows:
(9) is the same as ¹ of the previous section. Here, however, we want to clearly distinguish between the delay associated with the ideal case from the delay of the ITD model.
Taking delay jitter into consideration, the bu!er occupancy can be expressed as
where ¹ # is the delay jitter associated with packets arriving earlier than expected to the ITD bu!er. Therefore, if B is the maximum number of temporal segments that the ITD bu!er can hold, then
ITD buwer-based re-transmission algorithm
Here we describe a re-transmission algorithm based on the ITD bu!er model. To simplify the description of the algorithm, we assume that ¹ * and ¹ 0 are integer-multiples of the duration ¹.
"rst describe the algorithm for the scenario when the minimum decoding delay under the ideal model is zero: dd "0, and the maximum decoding delay is equal to the ideal end-to-end bu!ering delay: dd " . In this case, the extra minimum delay that must be added to the ideal bu!er is ¹ * #¹ 0 . This corresponds to N * #N 0 of temporal segments. From Eq. (11), the total number of temporal segments needed is
Since the maximum decoding delay dd (" " ¹) corresponds to N temporal segments, then
where
. Based on Eq. (13), one can partition the ITD bu!er into separate segments. Fig. 14 shows the di!erent regions of the ITD bu!er model under the above assumptions. The two main regions are: 1. the ideal-buwer region which corresponds to the bu!er area that can be managed in the same way that an ideal video bu!er is managed. 2. the re-transmission region that corresponds to the area of the bu!er when requests for re-transmission should be initiated, and the re-transmitted data should be received (if they do not encounter further losses). It is important to note that the two above regions may overlap depending on the values of the di!erent delay parameters (dd , ¹ 0 , ¹ * ). However, for the case dd "0, the re-transmission and idealbu!er regions do not overlap. Furthermore, as data move from one temporal segment to another, request for re-transmission must not take place prior to entering the re-transmission region. Therefore, we refer to all temporal segments that are prior to the re-transmission region as the &too-early-for re-transmission request' region (as shown in Fig. 14) .
Before describing the re-transmission algorithm, we de"ne one more bu!er parameter. Under the ideal model, the initial decoding delay dd represents the amount of delay encountered by the very "rst piece of data that enters the bu!er prior to the decoding of the "rst picture (or access unit). This delay is based on, among other things, the data-rate used for transmission for the duration dd . In the ideal case, this rate also represents the rate at which the data enters the decoder bu!er as explained earlier. Let B be the bu!er occupancy of the ideal
Here &prior to' in the sense of the "rst-in-"rst-out order of the bu!er. model just prior to the decoding of the "rst access unit. Therefore,
We refer to the data that is associated with Eq. (15) as the &start-up-delay' data. The re-transmission algorithm consists of the following procedures: 1. The ideal-buwer region is "rst "lled until all data associated with the start-up delay are in the bu!er. This condition is satis"ed when ,0>,*> ,
where B I is the amount of data stored in temporal segment k at any instant of time. 2. After Eq. (15) is satis"ed, the content of all temporal segments are advanced by one segment toward the bu!er output. Subsequently, this process is repeated every ¹ units of time. Therefore, after N * #N 0 periods of ¹ (i.e. after ¹ * #¹ 0 ), the "rst access unit will start being decoded. This time-period (i.e. at the beginning of which the "rst access unit is decoded) is This step has to take into consideration that lost events may occur to the &start-up-delay' data. Therefore, these data may be treated in a special way by using reliable transmission (e.g. using TCP) for them. Fig. 15 . The di!erent segments of the ITD bu!er under the case when (dd *¹ 0 #¹ * ) and dd " . In this case, the re-transmission related delays can be observed by the end-to-end, ideal bu!ering delay .
labeled ¹ . Hence, at the beginning of any time period n, access unit A L>I is moved to temporal segment k. 3. As data move into the re-transmission region, any missing data in temporal segment N 0 must be considered lost. This condition occurs when
where B ,0 (n) is the amount of data in temporal segment N 0 at time period n, and S H is the size of access unit j. When missing data are declared lost, then a re-transmission request is sent to the sender. 4 . As re-transmitted data arrive at the ITD bu!er, they are placed in their corresponding temporal segments. Based on the bu!er model, and assuming the re-transmitted data are received, then the re-transmitted data will arrive prior to the decoding time of their corresponding access units. As explained above, this description of the algorithm was given for the case when dd "0. For the other extreme case when dd *¹ * #¹ 0 , the re-transmission region of the ITD bu!er totally overlap with the ideal-buwer region as shown in Fig. 15 . In this case, the algorithm procedures described above are still valid with one exception. Here, after all of the data associated with the startup-delay arrives, the "rst access unit will be decoded immediately without further delays. In the general case when dd is between the two extreme cases (i.e. when 0(dd (¹ * #¹ 0 ), there will be an additional delay of (¹ * #¹ 0 !dd ). In general, the e!ectiveness of the re-transmission algorithm in recovering lost packets depends, among other things, the values used for ¹ * and ¹ 0 , and the rate at which the server transmits the data. In the following section, we will address the latter issue and describe a simple mechanism for regulating the streaming of data at the server output. Then, we will address the impact of the delay parameters on the e!ectiveness of the re-transmission scheme and show some results for real-time streaming trials conducted over the Internet.
Regulated server rate control
In order to avoid bu!er over#ow and under#ow, it is important that the stream be transmitted at the rate at which it was created. Due to packetization (e.g. RTP), the rate at which the server outputs the data may di!er from the ideal desired rate (i.e. packetization jitter). Therefore, it is important to minimize this rate variation. In addition, it is important to stream the data in a regulated manner to minimize network congestion and packet-loss events. Owing to the delays associated with Transport Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is usually the protocol of choice for streaming real-time media over the Internet. Since UDP does not inherently exercise #ow control, improperly designed UDP applications can be a threat to existing applications like ftp, telnet, etc. that run atop socially-minded protocols like TCP. Besides, poorly designed UDP applications can congest the network, and with the proliferation of streaming applications, this could eventually result in major congestion in the Internet.
In our system, we regulate the rate of the streaming UDP application to match that of the bottleneck link between the sender and the receiver. The mechanism by design avoids congestion by injecting a packet into the network only when one has left it. Besides reducing the chance of packet loss due to congestion, this method allows the application to achieve rates that are very close to the encoded rate. If there is a means of communicating information from the receiver to the sender, rates can be changed during the course of the streaming with ease.
We assume that we have a measure of the bottleneck-bandwidth (the maximum rate at which the application can inject data into the network without incurring packet loss), and the round-trip time (RTT). The receiver can get an approximate measure of the bottleneck bandwidth by counting the number of bits it receives from the sender over a given duration. This measure can be communicated back to the sender (e.g. through RTCP). In the event that there is no communication from the We assume that this measure takes into consideration other users of the network as well.
receiver to the sender, this method can still be used if the bandwidth does not signi"cantly change during the course of the application. In the case of streaming scalable content, we transmit only the base-layer and portion of the enhancement layer that will satisfy the bottleneck requirements.
The left of Fig. 16 shows three links in the network between the sender A and the receiver D. The bottleneck link is the link between the nodes B and C and the bottleneck bandwidth is B2. B2 is thus the maximum rate at which data will be removed from the network and is hence the rate at or below which the application must transmit the data to avoid packet loss. The "gure on the right denotes the equivalent network diagram. For the rest of this document, we assume that we have a base-layer stream that matches or is less than the bottleneck bandwidth, B2. Therefore, if N is the number of temporal units (in frames) over which the bandwidth B2 is measured, we assume the following is true for any K:
Let the maximum number of bits read o! the network in a time interval ¹ be dictated by the bottleneck bandwidth B and is given by B¹. This is also the amount of data that the server can inject into the network in the time interval ¹. In each time interval ¹, we inject as many packets into the network so as to come as close as possible to the bit-rate r (i) at which the base-layer is coded. Moreover, in practice, the available bandwidth B may change over time.
If B G represents the bottleneck bandwidth estimate during the ith time interval, then the remaining bit-rate RB G "(B G ¹!r (i)) can be used to transmit the enhancement layer video and for serving any re-transmission requests. The re-transmission packets have a higher priority than the enhancement layer video. As explained above, due to the "ne-granularity of the enhancement layer, any arbitrary number of enhancement bits can be transmitted depending on the available bandwidth. An example of this scenario is shown in Fig. 17 . This approach thus streams the data in a manner that avoids bu!er under#ow and over#ow events. In addition, we avoid bursting the data into the network thereby reducing the chance of loss.
Ewectiveness of the re-transmission algorithm
The ITD bu!er re-transmission algorithm was tested over a relatively large number of isolated unicast Internet sessions (about 100 trials). The main objective was to evaluate the e!ectiveness of our re-transmission scheme as a function of the bu!ering delays we introduce at the ITD bu!er. The key parameters in this regard are the values used for ¹ * and ¹ 0 . As explained earlier, ¹ * is a function of the delay jitter between the server and the client, and ¹ 0 is a function of the round-trip delay. In practice, both ¹ * and ¹ 0 are random variables and can vary widely. Therefore, it is virtually impossible to pick a single set of &reasonable' values that will give 100% guaranteed performance for recovering the lost packets even if we assume that all re-transmitted packets are delivered to the client. Hence, the only option is to select some values that give a desirable level of performance. Before proceeding, we should identify a good criteria for measuring the e!ectiveness of our re-transmission scheme. In here, the primary concern is the avoidance of under#ow events at the base-layer video decoder. Therefore, we associate the e!ectiveness of the scheme with the percentage of times that we succeed in recovering lost packets prior to their decode time. If at the decode time of a picture one or more of that picture's base-layer packets are not in the bu!er, then this represents an under#ow event.
Let t and t represent the packet delays between the server-to-client (downstream) and between the client-to-server (upstream) directions, respectively. The time needed to recover a lost packet (i.e. ¹ 0 ) using a single-attempt re-transmission can be expressed as ¹ 0 "t #t #C 0 , where C 0 accounts for processing and other delays at both the sender and receiver. It has been well Fig. 18 . Partitioning the re-transmission region into a re-transmission request region and a &too-later for re-transmission request' area of the bu!er.
documented that packet delays over the Internet vary in a random manner [33] . Based on the work reported in [29] , packet delays over a given Internet session can be modeled using a shifted gamma distribution. However, the parameters needed for characterizing this distribution changes from one path to another, and for a given path changes in time [29, 33] . Therefore, and as pointed out in [33] , it is di$cult to model the delay distribution for a generic Internet path. Here, it su$ces to say that the total delay (¹ 0 #¹ * ) introduced by the ITD bu!er is a random variable with some distribution function P " (t). The objective is to choose a minimum value for (¹ 0 #¹ * ) that provides a desired success rate SR for recovering lost packets in a timely manner: ¹ 0 #¹ * "D , such that P " (D )"SR. Before presenting our results, it is important to identify two phenomena that in#u-ence how one would de"ne the success rate of the re-transmission algorithm.
In practice, it is feasible to get into a situation where the bu!er occupancy is too low to the extent that a lost packet is detected too late for requesting re-transmission. This is illustrated in Fig. 18 where the re-transmission region now includes a &too-Late
In other words in addition to the ideal bu!er delay . Here we are also assuming that the minimum ideal bu!er delay dd is zero.
for re-transmission request' (tLfR) area. Of course, this scenario violates the theoretical limits derived in the previous section for the ITD bu!er bounds. However, due to changing conditions within the network (e.g. severe variations in the delay or burst packet-loss events), the bu!er occupancy may start to deplete within the re-transmission region and toward the tLfR area. In this case, detection of lost packets can be only done somewhere deep within the re-transmission region. If a re-transmission request is initiated within the tLfR area then it is almost certain that the re-transmitted packet would arrive too late relative to its decode time. Therefore, in this case, request for re-transmission is not initiated.
The second phenomenon that in#uences the success rate of the re-transmission algorithm is the late arrival of re-transmitted packets. In this case, the request for re-transmission was made in anticipation that the packet would arrive prior to the decode time. However, due to excessive delays, the packet arrives after the decode time.
Taking into account the above two observations, we measured our success rate for the re-transmission scheme. We performed the test using a lowbit-rate video coded at around 15 kbps (the MPEG-4 Akiyo sequence) and "ve frames-per-second. Therefore, the access unit time duration ¹"200 ms. The sequence was coded with an endto-end bu!ering delay of about 2.2 s (i.e. N"11). Table 3 Summary of the results for testing the success rate of the re-transmission scheme as function of the total delay introduced by the receiver bu!er Therefore, in the absence of packet losses and network jitter, the minimum delay needed for preventing under#ow events is 2.2 s. The sequence was looped to generate a 3-min stream for our testing purposes. The three-minute segment was streamed about 100 times using di!erent unicast Internet sessions. The server was located in the New York City (NYC) area and was accessed using a nationwide Internet Service Provider (ISP) with a dial-up modem of 33.6 kbps. The client was also located in the NYC area. In order to test di!erent Internet paths, the test was conducted by having the client dial access numbers located both at the New York area and at the west region of the US. We performed the tests using three di!erent total delays at the receiver (i.e., ¹#¹ 0 #¹ * ): 3, 5 and 7 sec. This translates to added delay for (¹ 0 #¹ * ) of 0.8, 2.8 and 4.8 sec, respectively. For each delay scenario, 33 trials were conducted. Therefore, for each delay, a total of about 100 min of video was streamed and tested.
The simulations were performed both in the morning (between 10 am and 11 am EST) and in the afternoon (between 3 pm and 5 pm EST). Please note that these measurements were performed to gauge the performance of the re-transmission mechanism and do not, in any way, characterize the performance of the Internet. Table 3 shows a summary of the test results. The following is an explanation of the table contents: 1. Total start-up delay. This indicates in seconds the delay between when the "rst packet of the "rst frame arrives in the bu!er and when it is decoded. Therefore, this delay represents the total ¹#¹ 0 #¹ * as explained above.
2. Number of re-transmission requests (RRs). This indicates the number of packets that were requested for re-transmission by the receiver. 3. Number of **too Late for Re-transmission request++ (tLfR) events. This indicates the number of packets that were also lost but could not be requested for re-transmission because of time constraints (i.e. detected in the tLfR region as explained above). 4. Total number of lost packets. This is the total number of lost packets and is the summation of the above two numbers. 5. Number of re-transmission arrived (RA). This is the total number of re-transmitted packets that were received. 6. Number of re-transmission arrived too late (RAL). This indicates the number of re-transmitted packets that arrived later than their decode time. 7. Number of successes. This is the number of packets that were re-transmitted and received in a timely fashion, and consequently could be used by the decoder. 8. Success ratio. This is de"ned as the ratio of the &number of successes' to the &total number of lost packets'. Therefore, this measure takes into account both the &too-late-to-request' and &re-transmission-arrived-too-late' scenarios. As expected, these results indicate that increasing the start-up delay improves the performance of the algorithm. In addition to improving the overall success ratio, it is clear that the extra delay signi"cantly reduces the tLfR events. Another measure shown in the table is re-transmission request success ratio, which is the ratio of the number of re-transmitted packets arrived on time to the number of actual requests were made. Among the two phenomenons explained above, this e!ectiveness measure takes into consideration only the re-transmitted packets arriving too late. For the 7-second delay case, both success measures gave the same value since there were no tLfR events. It is important to note that the total number of re-transmitted packets arriving at the receiver is less than the total number of re-transmission requests. This is primarily due to losses of the re-transmitted packets themselves over the network. Therefore, one may argue that a more fair measure for the e!ectiveness of the algorithm is to use the total number of retransmission packets that actually arrived (NRA) instead of the total number of requested retransmission (NRR) when computing the RSR measure.
One possible extension of the re-transmission algorithm is to allow multiple re-transmission requests. For example, after a failure in recovering a lost packet in response to the initial request-forretransmission, a second request is sent to the server (e.g. after waiting for an appropriate amount of time, say ¹ 0 ). Although a multiple re-transmission-request strategy could improve the overall success rate, the strategy could signi"cantly increase the delay (e.g. roughly doubling the extra delay if two re-transmission requests are used for missing packets). In addition, any extra re-transmission packets will compete (with the normal video tra$c) for the available bandwidth. This aspect of the re-transmission scheme could be an interested area for future work.
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we described a real-time streaming solution suitable for non-delay-sensitive video applications (e.g. video-on-demand and live TV viewing). We outlined in detail the two main aspects of our proposed streaming solution: an MPEG-4 based scalable video coding method using both a prediction-based base layer and a "ne-granular-scalable enhancement layer; and an integrated transport-decoder bu!er model with priority re-transmission for the recovery of lost packets, and continuous decoding and presentation of video.
In addition, we gave an overview of a recent activity within MPEG-4 on the development of a "ne-granular-scalability coding tool for streaming applications. Results for the performance of our scalable video coding scheme and the retransmission mechanism were also presented. Actual real-time streaming tests using MPEG-4 video were conducted over the Internet to evaluate the e!ectiveness of our re-transmission scheme.
The second major aspect of the paper (the bu!er model with re-transmission of lost packet recovery scheme) emphasizes the e!ectiveness of re-transmission based solutions. However, this comes at the expense of relatively high delays. For the type of applications addressed by our solution, these delays, in general, do not present a major issue. Nevertheless, further work is needed to investigate methods for reducing the end-to-end delay in order to enable new applications that may require more responsiveness than the type of delays feasible today with Internet streaming solutions.
Before concluding the paper, we would like to highlight the need for a scalable solution for streaming. One of the main reasons behind the ubiquity of the Internet today is its &best e!ort' service model (i.e., no QoS guarantees). This paved the way for the role-out of simple IP-routing-based networks connecting di!erent corners of the world. Meanwhile, there are a great deal of standardization activities and discussions taking place in many committees within and outside the IETF regarding new service models for the Internet such as integrated and di!erentiated services. Although these service models, when supported, will provide some QoS guarantees, the variability and unpredictability of what bandwidth a user will have when accessing the net will continue to exist. This unpredictability is due to, among other things, variation in consumer access technologies, receiverplatforms, users willingness to pay for premium services (when supported), and the type of QoS guarantees the network can commit to when the connection is maintained. Therefore, we see that video scalability in general, and FGS in particular can play an important role in supporting multimedia-streaming applications over the Internet today and for some time into the future.
For further reading, see [1,7,11}13,23,26}28, 31,42] .
